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(1)The Fut盯istic DiI眦璐ion of HistoricaI Materialism K凇ng 5’口视户i住g· 4 ·

Before the establishment of historical materialism， futurity had met with a

philosophical fate of historical frozenness and intuitive dissolution． The historical

materialism created by Marx and Engels opened up a new means of redeeming

futurity．For the first time，people and their future development as self—contained，

purposeful， and transcendental existences emerged on the horizon of historical

materialism for philosophical contemplation， as the consciousness of transcendence，

freedom and hope generated by human history were incorporated into real activities

with real understandings，thus opening up a new path and new theoretical horizon for

the research of futurity． It could be said that the issue of futurity is an ineVitable

ideological extension and logical development of the theory of historical materialism．

Futurity focuses on expressing the intention of the ontology of historical materialism，

the spirit of practical criticism， and the complex of ultimate concern． In—depth

research on this topic can not only highlight the important position of futurity in

historical materialism，but also reconsider and scrutinize the complete significance of

historicity and reality in historical materialism starting from futurity．

(2)A H唧舱Ilistic Renecti蚰and Analysis of Cont锄porary W砖tem Hist叫iographi翰l

，11l∞ry Do咒g L娩P·22·

Since the mid—to_1ate 20th century， humanistic reflections on Western

historiography have shown a continuity between the modern concept of“theory”and

its classical meaning． Historians’theoretical and practical historiographical activities

are united under the category of“observing”As an integral observation of historical

ontology， “historical theory”emphasizes not only the cognitive dimension but also

the ethical and aesthetic dimension． In historical research， “historical theory in the

narrow sense”is an observation of the intrinsic nature of historical knowledge as both

epistemology and methodology． As a form of analysis and a critique of knowledge

premises or hypotheses， this theory is conducive to the rationalization and

clarification of historical theory， but may also 1essen its humanistic attraction． In a

sense， historical theory in the narrow sense is fundamental and structural for the
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practice of historical research． Historical research should unite the categories of

experience and transcendence． To build the convincing discipline system， academic

system and discourse system of Chinese historiography， we also need to strengthen

the development and innovation of historical theory．

(3)“Living’’Literature：A New Approach to the Bibliographic StIIdy of Cla豁ical

Lit哪t脚弋j飞729(讫Dd07zg·43·

The bibliographic study of classical works developed on the basis of ancient

China’s“bibhographical 1earning” is an instrumental discipline with bibliographic

methodology and techniques at its core． This discipline must provide reliable texts

and materials for other disciplines， but should also give full consideration to its own

distinctive features and academic aspirations． Its research topics should not be

confined to the methods and techniques of textual coUation， but focus on the

documents themselves． Textuality， materiality， historicity and sociality are the four

most important properties of the literature， and the bibliographic study of classical

literature should inv01ve the h01istic study of a11 four elements． If we analyze the

historicity of the literature longitudinally，reveal its sociality horizontaUy and combine

internal documentary research with research external to the documents， we may be

able to attempt the creation of holistic research on“living’’literature．

(4)Analysis of the Three．Stage Theory of the EVolution of A眦i钮t Chin髑e Society

Y；Jia孢夕i729·66·

Mr Su Bingqi’s theory of social ev01ution(of ancient Chinese society)is one of

the most influential theoretical explorations of the origin of Chinese civilization and

has gained wide respect among scholars．However，his definition of core concepts 1ike

“ancient culture"， “ancient cities’’and“ancient states”is unclear， and he fails to

provide an accurate and consistent explanation of the relationship between these core

ideas and traditional concepts such as“primitive culture”， “prehistoric culture"and

“civilization”． At times there are even logical conflicts between these definitions and

statements． Moreover， the maj or descriptive terms “three-stage”， “trilogy” and

“three modes”are not consistent． “Trilogy”is a 1iterary term and is not really suited

to describing the laws governing the progress of human society． In particular，I、，Ir

Su’s theoretical innovations ignored some basic scientific procedures．Such problems

have seriously affected the accurate expression and effective dissemination of his

theory on societv’s evolution：the work needs to be clarified and distinctions need to

be drawn．ⅣIr Su’s theory，which was developed in the early stage of the exploration
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of the origin of Chinese civilization， was limited by the thinking and methodology of

his times． His successors need to employ more rigorous scientific procedures and

methods in developing theories， including conceptual innovation， while ceaselessly

introducing theories of origin of civilization and state that are more in line with

China’s indigenous realities， and developing a strong voice and influence in

international scholarship．

(5)The Principle of Le画slation acco州ing to

Review

the Co璐tituti仰and Co璐titutionality

M6，i^o咒g·89·

As the fundamental principle of 1egislative work， the principle of 1egislation

according to the constitution is the logical premise／prerequisite and institutional basis

for reviewing the constitutionality of legislation． Legislation’s agreement with the

constitution has a foundation in legitimacy and clear value goals， but has yet to be

explicitly confirmed as the basic principle of legislative work under the current

system． However， from the perspective of the value requirements of govemance

based on the constitution and the institutional structure of legislation according to

law， making the principle of legislation according to the constitution into the basic

principle of legislative work is a j urisprudential necessity and institutionally feasible．

Three dimensions， that is， the logical relationship between this principle and the

review of constitutionality， the value requirements of the principle， and the

institutional boundary between reView of constitutionality and review of legality， can

demonstrate that institutional affirmation and adherence to the principle of legislation

according to the constitution helps to clear away the institutional shortcomings that

hinder constitutionality reView and also help to provide the theoretical program for

that review．From the perspective of the legislative system stipulated in the current

Chinese constitution， what really influences the effective initiation of the

constitutional review is the value diSjunction between“strong 1egality review”and

“weak constitutionality review”in legislative supervision． To truly solve the latter

problem， the supreme legislatiVe supervisory body needs to give fuU play to

safeguarding the function of constitutional interpretation in maintaining the unity of

the legal system；to using constitutional and legal interpretation to s01ve the various

problems brought by frequent changes to the 1aws； to making the principle of

legislation according to the constitution the basic principle of the legislation of the

supreme nationallegislature；and to promoting full and effective implementation and

oVersight of the constitution on the basis of respecting constitutional authority

through a scientific and effective review of constitutionality．
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(6)On Data Usufruct S忍e孢W≥如i竹g·110

The undivided ownership of data and the absence of rules goveming its

distribution have become the biggest institutional obstacle to the development of the

digital economy．Given the huge demand for the positive use of data in the data factor

market，we should borrowing the principle of ownership division between the歹“s i72

，℃户，‘o夕ri口(complete and fuU ownership)—0“rn i行，℃口Zi挖口挖口(over the property of

another)and copyrights——and neighboring rights，to take data as an emerging obj ect

of right． That means that we should set a binary ownership structure of data， in

which the original owner of the data retains its proprietary right while the processor

of data has its usufructuary right， so as to achieve a balanced distribution of data

property rights and interests． The usufruct of data is acquired through data

coUecting， proce§sing， sharing and trading．Data trading and sharing should be

conducted by relying on the public data platform with credibility and data brokers．

Data usufruct includes four positive rights of control， development， licensing and

transfer， and the corresponding negative defense rights． Exercising all rights and

power on the principles of fairness，rationality and non—discrimination can balance the

t、^幻l values of data property protection and good use of data， thus promote the rapid

and healthy development of data factor market．

(7)1k Modem Transfolmati蚰of Chin雠Pllblic opilli蚰and Its Dil伽岫唿

H“B口巧伽g·132·

If one takes public opinion to be related to political legitimacy， the ordering of

power and bringing order to chaos， then a multi—faceted view of public opinion had

taken shape as early as the pre—Qin era， in the “people—oriented view of public

opinion"that exalted popular sentiment， the“view of public opinion as fearsome"

that was alarmed by popular views，and the“making light of public opinion”that saw

the population as ignorant．These concepts lasted into the Ming and Qing dynasties，

when they emphasized giving priority to order， value rationality， and didactic moral

transformation；ultimately，however，it was hard to avoid the“paradox of channeling

or blocking”popular views．In the late Qing and early Republic，the Views on public

opinion changed．An initial conceptual map of public opinion took shape in which the

progress of the nation was promoted through the evolution of public opinion， but in

historical practice it met with a hidden“dark side”．This problem is often manifested

in the dilemma that arises when discourse competition turns to public dialogue and

public opinion， the public wiU and the public interest are misaligned． The most

important of these factors is the age—old question of the rationality of public opinion

and the possibility of guiding it toward a consensus．
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(8)1k T傩f；哪峨ti蚰of Chi髓’s Ind吣tnal Str眦tu他and Its PoteIIti甜Ec肌伽吐c
G嗍m Rate 幼“胞，l，劢伽g LD孢gm矗口蒯R咒g眈巧“·149·

With a view to deepening supply_side structural reform and promoting high-

quality development， this paper estimates China’s future industrial structural

transformation and the productivity convergence of sub-sectors on the basis of

China’s 40—year transformation of its economic structure and cross-country historical

experience and predicts China’s economic growth rate for 2030 under different

scenarios． The results show that Chim’s growth rate is expected to remain at a

healthy level 0f 3．9 percent to 4．5 percent by 2030．As China enters the post-

industrial period， labor wiU flow continuously from manufacturing industry to the

service sector． which will weaken the contribution of inter—sectoral structural

transformation to economic growth． HoweVer， higher-skilled serVices and high-tech

industries will help increase the growth rate and become a new growth engine for

high—quality economic development．This provides a new policy vision and frame、^阳Irk

for China to actively respond to the current world economic crisis and to promote

sustained and sound economic progress．

(9)“I五伽fF’嬲Method：An Attempt at a Chin鹤e S们ial r11l∞ry X缸DⅥ孢g·172·

Modemization is a process of“running away from home”， and accordingly the

modern social sciences also show a tendency to stay away from‘‘home’’and embrace

individualism．But in fact， 歹施 (home)has never left Western scholarship and

practice． In China， both in traditional Confucian civilization and in the process of

remolding civilization since the nineteenth century， 歹施 has never deviated

(separated) from its oVeraU position in the social and cultural—psychological

structure，although it has changed from time to time． J Z口is thus a key entry point

f6r the promotion of cultural awrareness and the Sinicization of sociology． To

construct Chinese social theory from the perspective of歹施，we should not only take

歹i口as an entity， but also as a method． 0n the one hand， doing so reveals the

multiple aspects of the“family metaphor”， i．e．， the natural emotions， control and

household management extended by and derived from kinship ties， and defines their

entanglements and consequences on an ethical level． 0n the other hand， it can

explore the overaU character， changes and specific forms of practice of Chinese

civilization through empirical and historical research on 歹i口， by means of a

comparison between China and fOreign countries， the combination of theory and

practice，and the interpenetration of ancient and modern leaming．
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